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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The use of the Boltzmann transport equation to describe
electron scattering in electron microscopy and electron probe
microanalysis is discussed. A method of solution is given in
which the transport equation is divided into angle and energy
intervals. This gives rise to a number of coupled first order
differential equations. Separation into forward and backward travelling components of the electron flux distribution
enables the correct boundary conditions to be imposed. Solutions are derived which take the form of matrix operators
analytic in both depth and target thickness . The se matrices
allow derivation of other physical quantities such as X-ray or
Auger electron production .
Calculations using thi s method are fast and accurate.
Results a re presented showing angular distributions of backsca ttered electrons and the variation of the backscattered
fraction with angle of incidence and atomic number. The
variations of backscattered, transmitted and absorbed fractions with target thicknes s are presented. The theory has also
been applied to the calculation of the energy distributions of
backscattered electrons, energy dissipation and X-ray production as functions of depth and the Auger backscattering
factor.
It appears that electron scattering in thick target s is not .
amenable to treatment using simple models. This is because
most of the features of interest are determined by a combination of medium angle scattering ( < 20 °) and large angle scattering (20-90 °). Nevertheless certain approximations within
the present framework , which describe multiple scattering
correctly, can give so me useful insights.
Backscattered electron distributions, transmitted electron distributions , elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, multiple scattering, transport equation, X-ray production, Auger electron production.
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A theoretical description of the scattering of electrons inside solids is desirable for a complete understanding of many
aspects of electron microscope image contrast, electron beam
microanalysis and electron beam lithography. To calculate
image contrast it is necessary to be able to calculate the distribution of backscattered electrons in angle and energy. This
information may be combined with the appropriate detector
response function to produce a theoretical image which may
be directly compared with the experimental one. Similarly, in
X-ray or Auger electron microanalysis it is necessary to be
able to calculate the X-ray or Auger electron production.
This requires knowledge of the electron flux distributions as
a function of angle, energy and depth below the sample sur face. Finally in electron beam lithography the energy dissipation function must be calculated as a function of at least two
spatial dimen sions.
Many of these topics are covered in other papers in the se
proceedings. It is the purpo se of this paper to pre sent a
theoretical approach to electron scattering using the Boltzmann transport equation.
Previous approaches to electron scattering have been made
in one of three ways. Everhart (1960) and Archard (1961)
developed simple models starting from the opposite premi ses
that backscattering is due to large angle single scattering or
multiple small angle scattering which may be described as diffusion. A more sophisticated example of a diffusion theory is
given by Kanaya and Ono (1978). A second method is by
simulation of electron trajectories using a Monte Carlo technique (Shimizu et al. (1972), Bishop (1965)) . Finally a number of attempts have been made to solve the Boltzmann
transport equation describing electron scattering (Spencer
(1974), Brown and Ogilvie (1966), Fathers and Rez (1979)) .
Monte Carlo methods consider the behaviour of individual
electrons. The trajectory of the electron through the solid is
calcu lated step by step assuming it is scattered through randomly determined angles. In most treatments the electron
energy at each step is calculated in the continuous slowing
down approximation from the Bethe energy loss law. The
trajectories of many thousand electrons are calculated to
build up the appropriate distribution. More sophisticated
treatments dispense with the co ntinuous slowing down approximation by using random numbers to dete rmine the path
lengths and energy losses (Re imer and Krefting (1975)).
The d isadvantage of Monte Car lo techniques is the large

D.J . Fathers and P. Rez
The Boltzmann equation has been employed in transport
problems in many different branches of physics including
neutron scattering in nuclear reactors, radiative transfer in
stars and beta ray penetration of solids . A variety of math ematical techniques have been developed in these fields. In
many cases the treatments are appropriate to neutron scattering for which the scattering cross section is nearly isotropic.
Electron scatte ring cross sections, on the other hand, are extremely anisotropic and these treatments cannot be used.
Furthermore, many early methods were derived before
large computers were available. As a result co mplex analytic
approximations were used that were often not accurate. In
recent years the main transport equation calculations have
been those of Brown, Wittry and Kyser ( 1969), Bennett and
Roth (1972) , Spencer and Humphr eys (1980) and Fathers and
Rez (1979).
The most widely applicable approach is that given by
Fathers and Rez in which semi-a nalytic solutions were obtained as matrix operators. This work was, however, limit ed
to semi-infinite targets. In this paper new results are given
which are analytic in depth and target thickness. The emphasis throughout this paper is on the method of calculation
and the ways in which it may be applied to a variety of problem s.
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TRANSPORT EQUATION AND ITS FORMULATION
Tra nsport equation methods may be formulated directly in
terms of a probability distribution function f. f is a function
in a phase space defined by three position variables x, y and
z, three velocity variables vx, vy and v, and the time t. A
point in phase space is therefore described by the position
vector _!,, the velocity vector ~ and t. The probability of finding an electron in the element of pha se spa ce d "..i:,,d 3~, dt
centred on _!,, ~. tis given by f(!_,~ ,t,)d"..i:,d 3~ dt. The difference
betw ee n va riou s tran sport equations lies in firstly the way in
which pha se space is divided into elements and secondly the
restrictions on which regions of the space are accessible.
The transport equation is essentially an equation of continuit y which ensure s that all particles are accounted for. Consider the rate at which electrons flow through the element of
space shown in Figure 1. For a velocity v x• the change in fin
a time dt is

af
V

X

ax

Similar terms are derived for y and z. In the absence of scattering the total derivative with respect to time is zero, therefore

ar + V•Vf=O
at -

-

which is simply, as expected, the equation of continuity.
Two situations may lead to a modification of this equation. Particles may be scattered within the volume element;
that is, a particle may enter the element with a velocity ~ and
emerge with a different velocity ~' , or may enter the element
with a velocity v ' and emerge with a velocit y~- The change
in f due to the first process is simply

amount of computer time taken to obtain statistically significant results . This is an even more serious problem when calculating small effects unle ss correlated sampling is used
(Jakubovics and Fathers (1978)).
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vecto r in term s of 8 and g, and its length in term s of the
scalar energy variable E. It is also convenie nt to rewrite equation 2 in terms of an angular flux density per unit area l( z,8,
<1>
,E) defined by

and due to the second process is

I

v ' at'_,~')

f(!:_,
~', t)

d ".!:,d 3~',

I(z ,8,<1>,E) = vf(z,8,<1>,E)

where at'_,v') is the probability of scattering per unit length
from velocity~ to ~'. The rate of change in f due to a source
of strength S is
V

Thi s equation become s, neglecting the source term
di
cos8 dz (z,8,<1>,E) =

S(!:_,~,t).

Collecting all these terms together
general transport equation:

we have the comp lete

f
J[

a(8,<1>,E;8 ' ,<1>
' ,E) I(z,8' ,<1>'E')

- a(8 ', <1>
' ,E'; 8,<1>,E) l( z, 8,<1>,E)]
sin 8'd8'

+
+

J
V

V

at'_'.~

f(!:_,
~, t) d ".!:,d Y

2

~

In many cases of interest equation 2 may be simp lified.
Firstly, only steady state solutions for fare required so that

af

at

d<1>
' dE '

4

A further simplifi ca tion result s from the fact that the scat tering cross section a depends on the square of the difference
in velocities.

S(!:_,~,t).

- =

3

- ~')' = v' +

5

v '' - 2vv ' cos a

where a is the ang le between ~ and ~' , a nd
cos a

0

= cos 8

cos 8'

+ sin 8 sin 8 ' cos( 4>- g, ' )

6

This mean s that th e integral over <1>
' is simpl y a convolution
and it can be shown (see Appendix A) that this lead s to a
dir ect solution for the azimuthal variation in a Fourier series.
The equation for the first Fourier coe ffici ent (hereafter I)
is written,

and f is not a function oft. In a smaller number of cases solutions are requir ed for planar semi-infinite specimens or
target s. Figure 2 define s the co-ordinate system which will be
used . In this scheme the variables x and y may be suppressed.
In t.he present work we also choose to express the velocity

di
cos 8 - (z, 8,E )
dz

f (x)

=

Vx

II[

a(8,E;8',E')

l(z,8',E')
7

- a(8 ' ,E '; 8,E) l(z,8,E )] sin 8' d8 ' dE '

6x-

where a is now the first Fourier coe fficient of the sca ttering
probability .
This equation is similar to those considered in pre viou s
treatments, however the most important diff ere nce is that no
continuous energy lo ss or small a ngle approximation s have
been made .

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing flow through an element
in phase space (here shown in one dimension only).

z

0

PREVIOUS METHODS OF SOLUTION
It is useful to compare the present approach with other
methods used in calculations of electron scattering. Rather
than discuss the details of these methods the emphasis will be
on the physical meaning of the ideas propo sed .
With the exception of Dashen (1964) all methods explicitly
involving a transport equation use the integrated path length
s rather than energy as a variable. If a continuous energy lo ss
law (fo r example the Bethe law) is assumed th en the two formulations are equivalent. Equation 7 becomes,

dz

z =t

I~I

cos 8-

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing target and co-ordinate
system.
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In many of the early papers the electron distribution function and the cross section were expanded in Legendre polynomials:

Using path length as a variable can lead to difficulties in
formulating a solution to the transport equation. The reason
for this is that any electron must have a path length greater
than its depth so that the path length is related to the depth.
The energy of an electron, on the other hand, can take any
value less than the incident energy at any depth.
Of course it is only an advantage to introduce the path
length variable to replace the energy variable. In this case
there is an implicit assumption that energy loss is not a stochastic process but takes place continuously. Furthermore since
there is now a definite path length associated with each
energy, there is a maximum value corresponding to a complete loss of energy.
This neglects the phenomenon of straggling which describes
the observation of a distribution of energies at a fixed path
length, or, conversely a distribution of path lengths at a fixed
energy. The present treatment provides a framework within
which straggling may be accounted for, although it is likely
that in the majority of calculations the energy steps may be
too coarse and the straggling may therefore be exaggerated.
One of the first approaches to solving the Boltzmann equation was that of Bethe, Rose and Smith (1938). They reduc ed
the integro-differential transport equation to a partial differential equation called the Fokker-Planck equation. The term
1(8 ', <I>
' , z) is expanded to second order in scattering angle.
The integral on the right hand side of the transport equation
can then be evaluated to give
a1
x-

az

1 a
= --(x'-

>--.,the transport

>--.ax

), wherex

ax

= cos 8

11r
(1 -

2

cosa)a(a)sinada
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(~)
2r
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= --
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+ ( --r-

dF, + 1
dz

+3

2r - I
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12

( - aT

) dF, _ 1
dz

+ _2_A_,_ ) F,
(2r - I)

13

It is therefore tridiagonal in form. However if the cos 8 on
the left hand side of the equation is approximated by 1, then
a simpler equation results,

dF r
dz

9

=(-

a

+

2A,

) Fr

14

A'
) z ) F r(O)
(2r - 1)

15

(2r - I)

T

which has a solution of the form,

F ,(z)
10

= exp

{ { - aT

+

2

This equation was first derived by Goudsmit and Saunderson
(1940). As pointed out by them this is the exact distribution
as a function of path length . The approximation may be a
reasonable one for forward elastic scattering up to 20 or 30° ,
but backscattering cannot be accounted for due to the omission of the cos 8. However thi s equation has been used as a
means of speeding up Monte Carlo calculations (see e.g.
Shimizu et al., 1972).
Lewis ( 1950) made no small angle approximation to the
transport equation given in equation (8). This equation may
be formally so lved, however it is difficult to apply the correct
boundary conditions.
Lewis (1950) and subsequently L. V. Spencer (I 955) could
only calculate the spatial moments of distributions in an infinite target with the source at the centre . Physically this
allows particles scattered into the half space behind the
source to be re-scattered into the sample. This procedure
would only be appropriate to a semi-finite target if the backscattering were small.
The boundary conditions can be imposed in two ways. By
using the fact that the odd or even Legendre polynomials
form a complete set of orthogonal functions in either half
space the forward and backward travelling flux distributions
may be expanded separately,

0

+ -

12

or more generally in spherical harmonics (e.g. Lewis (1950) ).
The transport equation becomes, where aT is the total elastic
cross section,

This equation is no easier to solve with the correct boundary conditions for backscattering than the original equation. This approximation will be a good one for very small
scattering angles. It has been used in a variety of ways by
different authors.
Brown and Ogilvie (I 966) and later Brown, Wittry and
Kyser (1969) used this equation with the path length variable
incorporated as follows, to calculate X-ray production .

X-

EA~,

a(8,8')

mean free path is given by

-1 = -1
>--.

a1

E F,(z)P, (cos 8)

l(z,8)

II

They set up a three-dimensional grid in path length, angle
and depth. The coupling between the neighbouring elements
was derived using a finite differences form of equation (11).
A single scattering scheme was used very close to the surface
and the diffusion form of the Fokker-Planck equation was
used for large s. Bennett and Roth (I 972) used the same
scheme to calculate secondary electron production. Strickland and Bernstein (1976) solved both the Fokker-Planck and
the full elastic transport equation to study auroral electron
spectra. They found, as might be expected, the FokkerPlanck equation gave accurate results when multiple small
angle scattering was dominant.

Ir

=

E b 2, + 1 P 2, + 1 (cos 8)
r
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with the following definitions

and
16

The boundary conditions lead to simple equations involving
coefficients band c (see e.g. Jacob (1973)).
An alternative method is to use a discrete ordinate scheme
(see e.g. Case and Zweifel (1967)). The boundary conditions
may then be applied as in the present treatment. The Chandrasekhar method (Chandrasekhar,
(1950)) uses Gaussian
quadrature for the integration of the right hand side of the
transport equation . This is similar to the method presented
here but the angular intervals are related to the roots of the
Legendre polynomials. Wang and Guth (1951) showed that
this procedure is equivalent to the Legendre polynomial
method. The most generally used method in calculating neutron flux distribution is the SN method due to Carlson (see
Case and Zweifel (1967)) in which the integral is evaluated by
Simpsons rule. This procedure is very convenient for near
isotropic scattering as occurs in neutron transport.
The electron scattering cross section is extremely anisotropic. Furthermore the electron so urce functions of interest are
also usually highly anisotropic. This means that many polynomials may be required to represent these function s sufficiently accurately. In his calculations of distributions of multiple scattering in foils Jacob (1973) found that 50 polynomials were needed to specify a function with an angular half
width of 4 °. At large path length s the scatteri ng and the flux
distribution become much more isotropic and only a few
polynomials are required. It is in this regime that it is appropriate to talk of diffusion.

- <\Ea(8,

,E 0 ;8 1,Em> sin 8i sec 8; d8i dE

19

0

OJ

where bii is the Kronecker delta. This is just a large system of
first order co upled differential equations. The coupling
matrix is a supermatrix, that is, a matrix whose elem ents are
themselves matrices .
The superscripts refer to different energy states and the
subscripts refer to different angles so that A/]' 0 is the matrix
element denoting scattering from energy E 0 and angle 8i to
Em and 8;, and similarly I ['1is the flux density of electrons
with energy Em, travelling at an angle 8;There are now some simplifying assumptions which may
be made . First of all, electrons can only lose energy, so that
En =::Em or n ':: m. This means that the energy supermatrix

is

lower triangular, i.e. all the elements above the main diagonal are zero. Secondly it is a rea so nable approximation, and
one made in most electron scattering calculations, to assume
that electrons are inelastically scattered from one energy level
to the next. Thi s means that the energy supermatrix become s
bi-diagonal and can be show n as
00

0

d

I1

)

PRESENT METHOD OF SOLUTION

Following Da shen (1964) and J.P. Spencer (1974) equation
(7) is cast in matri x form by re-writing the integral s as summations. The angular range of 8 from O to 1r is divided into
2M intervals of size d8. 2M is an even integer to ensure that
no interval spa ns 1r/ 2. The energy range from O to E 0 is

(

=

dz ( 1_:

0

0
A'
A" 0
A
0
0

)

21

0

~

A_"

( I,
1
12

)
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The matrice s on the diagonals, the A mn represent elastic
sca ttering and their dia gonal terms includ e the loss of electron s from the given state to all other energies and angles as
shown by equations (19). The A mn matrice s below the diagonal represent inela st ic scatteri ng. It is often assumed that
the angular deflections accompanying inela stic scatter ing are
small enough to be neglected. l n thi s case the A mn are diagonal matrices.
If equation (20) is written in supermatrix notation we
obtain

divided into N intervals of width dE thus sett ing up N energy
'levels'. The highe st level is E 0 and the lowest is dE. It is not
necessary to subdivide the variable ranges in thi s way, though
this procedure ha s been used in the majority of calculations.
Equation (7) may now be written:

di

=A

I

21

dz
E [ a(8;,Em,8i,E,J

Although Da shen (1964) segmented in the ang le and energy variables he attempted to solve a non-linear equation. The
relationship between this equation and the more normal
linear one presented here is given by Bellman et al. (1960). If
the sca ttering matrix A were written in a slightly different
form, then

l(z,8i,En)

OJ

which can be expressed more conveniently
dl['1
dz

E A\'J°If

as

18

A

nj
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where AF is a lower triangular supermatrix representing forward scattering through angles less than 90° and A 8 is a lso a
lower triangular supermatrix representing backward scattering through angles greater than 90°.
The non-linear equation cou ld then be written

VV,)
1

(

V, V1
1

exp AZ

O

0

exp - AZ

(

dR

23

)

(

V, V, )

-

V, V,

dt
29

where t is the samp le thickness.
If I is also partitioned into forward and backward parts,
then

The boundary condition s may now be applied, for a sample
of thickness t,

C)

24

and R is defined by the equation

= 10 .

lg(t)

=

30

0

where 10 is the incident electron current density.
Simple algebraic manipulation gives the key formulae for
I"' 18 which are analytic in z and t,

25
so R gives the backscattered flux directly. Dashen derived the
non-linear equation by an 'invariant' argument applicable
on ly to bulk targets for which the derivative in equation (23)
is zero. However he was unable to find the general solution
for R. The present so lution can be shown, however, to a lso
be a so lution of equation (23) (see Appendix 8).
The details of the present method of ca lculation can be
illustrate d by using the simplified model with a single energy
loss (or absorption) in which the energy of an electron is reduced from its initial energy E 0 to zero. The equation may be
written

di
__ o
dz

IF(0)

IF(z,t)

=

[(V2.e xp-AZ.v2-

1

-

Vl.exp - A(t - z).

v2 - 1 • VI. exp- Al. v2 - 1)

x (I - VI .ex p - At. v2 - Vl .ex p - At.
1

[(Vl. exp -AZ.V2-

1

-

V2.exp - A(t -z).v2

VI .exp - At. v2 - 1)

=

Aoo lo.

26

x (I - VI .exp -A t. v2 - 1Vl .e xp - At.

where A 00 is an ordinary matrix. This equation ha s the so lution

31
Of particular interest are the electron currents variation
with depth in a semi infinite (bulk) sample. From above,

27
The exponential of a matrix can be eva luated by expressing
the matrix in terms of its eigenvectors V and eigenvalues A.
Then , dropping the subscript s and superscript s,
l(z)

- •.

=

V exp (Az) v - . 1(0)
1

[ V2. exp - AZ.v2-

1

[Vl .ex p -AZ.V2-

1

]

I0

)1 0

32

28

If only one angle in each 90° interval is considered the
equation becomes similar to the forward backward theories
given by Spencer et al. (1972), Liljequist (I 977) . However
Spencer neglected inelastic scattering and therefore electrons
could only be 'absorbed' by transmis sion through a thin sample instead of by loss of energy. If inelastic scattering is included this simple model can give striking results (see Appendix C).
The general solution proceeds by partitioning with respect
to forward and backward scatte ring as outlined above. The
symmetry of matrix A is reflected in the symmetry of its
eigenvectors and eigenvalues and equation (28) may be written:

where of course lg(0) represents the backscattered (i.e. reemergent) electron distribution sought by Dashen .
The generalization to many energy levels leads to identi ca l
expressions to those quoted above, however VI , V2 and A
are then supermatrices. The method of achieving this is outlined in Appendix D.

OPERA TOR FORMALISM
In a general way the matrices used above may be thought
of as operators. For example the operator R, the reflection
operator, already mentioned, signifies operations which may
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be performed on an incident current distribution to result in
the backscattered or reflected current distribution . Similarly
a transmi ssion operator T may be defined, then,
I s(t)

=

IF(t)

= T(t) . I 0

R(t) . I 0
33

z 0

The usefulness of these equations lies in the way in which
they can lead to new results.
Some of the first calculations of electron scattering by
Lewis ( 1950) considered scattering in an infinite medium .
This is actually appropriate to scattering by a gas target in
which it is pos sible to have an embedded source. Consider
the situation shown in Figure 3(a). The source 10 is incident
on the plane z = 0. The target boundaries are at z = t, and
z = t 2 and the reflection and transmission operators for the
two regions of the target are R,, T, and R2, T 2 respectively.
For continuity at the boundary z = 0, we must have,

I F(0)

= Io +

z
(a)

lo

z 0

R, 10(0)
34

I 8(0)

=

z

R2l r(0)

which gives for 18 , IF
Io(0)

=

R,(l - R, R,f'

IF(0)

=

(I - R, Ri) - 1 • Io

Io
35

z

= (I

18

=

- R2R,f

1

R1 T1

I,: i

R2T2

1Bt
( b)

Th e total current incident on the forward half space is just
1/0), a nd that incident on the backward half space is Is(0).
An y distribution s derived in this paper can therefore be po st
multipli ed by (1 - R, R,f ' or R,(1 - R2R,f 1 to give the corresponding distributions for the infinite medium as described
here . Thi s provide s the relation between the results of L. V.
Spencer ( 1951) and later of Bishop ( 1967) and the present
result s.
A similar problem is the case of a two-layer targ et shown in
figur e 3(b), for which the result is simply,
IF

t,

i

Fig. 3. (a) Diagram showing the geometry for an embedded
source 10• The target extends from z = - t , to z = 12.
(b) Diagram showing the geometry of a two layer target.

The second term describe s changes in incident current and is
of no interest and for a bulk sample

T , 10 ,
36

R,(l - R,R,f'

T, 10 .

a result which is easily extended for multiple layers.
Another use for this type of approach is in the calculation
of small changes in electron scattering such as magnetic contrast in the scanning electron microscope . Here Monte Carlo
techniques are at a serious disadvantage due to the large
amount of computer time required to obtain statistically significant results unless correlated sampling techniques are
used (Jakubovics and Fathers (1978)).
Using operator methods, from equation (33)

38
The small changes in VI and V2 can be derived from the
changes in the scattering matrix !iA using perturbation
theory. This will be described in detail in a forthcoming publication.
COMPUTATIONAL

DETAILS

In principle, any scattering cross section can be used in this
theory. For the calcu lations described in this paper a screened
Rutherford cross section was used to describe elastic scattering . In this case the Fourier coefficients may be calculated

and therefore the variation in I 8 is
37
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analytically using calculus of residues . The result for the first
coefficient (corresponding to cylindrical symmetry) is, for
the off-diagonal elements of the matrix A mm,

0.5

0
0

27rZ2e 4 N(I - cos 8icos 8i)
4Em 2c' lcos 8i - cos 8j l'

0.4
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where N is the atomic density and Z is atomic number.
For the inelastic scattering cross section an effective cross
section was derived from the Bethe energy loss law such that
mean-rate of energy loss was correctly described, i.e.
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Fig. 4. Backscattered fraction r,8 as a function of Z. Crosses
represent experimental points. Open circll!s full calculation. Solid circles for scattering by 20 ° or less.

The result is,
4

47rZe N
( 1.166
A1nn = -----log
"
(En' - Em2)c'
J

E)

dieting feature s not directly measurable such as the di stribu tions in side the so lid. In this section the results of calculations are pre sented and compared with the releva nt experimental results .
Figure 4 show s the results of single energy loss ca lculation s
of th e integrated backscattered fraction, r,8 , as a function of
atomic number Z. The calculations were performed for an
incident electron energy E 0 = 30 keV and an incident elec tron angle 8 0 = 0 (i.e. normal incidence) . The target den sity
was as sum ed to be Q = 0.234 Z gm.cm -3 and the mean io niza tion potential J was assumed to be J = 11. 5Z in e V. The
agree ment between the calculated points (open ci rcle s) and
the experimental point s from Bishop (1966) (crosses) is good .
The discrepancies may be due to the assumed variations of Q
and J.
The solid circles show the resu lts of a similar ca lculation in
which only scatte ring through angles of 20 ° or less is allowed.
Thi s is don e by sett ing the Aij = 0 for j > i + k and i > j +
k so that the matrix A consists of a non- zero diagonal band
of width 2k + I elements. This gives rise to values of r,8
which are about 30% of the experimental value for low Zand
up to about 80% of the experimental value for high Z. When
k is varied to a llow sca tterin g up to 90 ° the calculated values
of r,6 are within a few per cent of the experimental values.
Changes in the screening parameter have little effect on these
results . Thi s seem s to indicate that a large number of medium
angle scattering events dominate r,8 and that the details of the
cross section for very small angles or very large angles are
relatively unimportant.
Figure 5 shows the results of a single energy lo ss calculation of r,8 as a function of angle of incidence 8 0 • The calculations were performed for aluminium, copper and gold
with E 0 = 30 keV. The results show that 118 increases monotonically with 8 0 from a minimum at 8 0 = 0, which is dependent, to a value close to I, which is more or less independent
of Z at 8 0 close to 90°. This trend is well known and is supported by experimental work (e.g. Kanter (1957)) and other
calculations (e.g. Shimizu et al. (1972) ).
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where J is the mean ionization potential, and c = 47rt 0 •
The number of angular seg ment s M and the number of
energy levels N needed for convergence of the so lution has
been investigated. For integrated quantities such as the total
backscatte red electron yield, r,, the result converges very
rapidly for M 2'. 10 and is not particularly sensitive to the
value of N. Angular distributions conve rge at the same value
of M for a ny va lue of N. Backscattered electron energy distributions converge reasonably well for N = 5 to 10, although increa sing N ca uses the peak in the distr ibuti on to become sharper.
For the detail s of differenti a l distribution s in energy and
angle larger values of M and N may be required but it has
been found that calculations up to M = 40 and N = 40 are
perfectly practicable. It is clear , however, that in the pres ent
approximation N should not be increased without limit. The
separation of energy levels dE should not be smaller than J,
indeed it is quite possible that this is precisely the value required.
Another attractive possibility is to use 'e nerg y levels' which
reflect the true nature of inelastic sca ttering. Both of the se
a re currently being investigated .
The program has been run on a variety of computers.
Typical times for execution range from about I second on a
CDC 7600 using a high level of optimization to about 5 minute s on a PDP 11-03 for M = 5 and N = 10. However , it
must be stressed that, as formulated , the program computes
simultaneously a family of results for M different angles of
incidence and N different incident energies .

RES UL TS AND DISCUSSION
Any theory of electron scattering in thick targets must be
able to predict certain observable features of the scattered
electron distributions in order to be considered useful in pre-
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Fig. 5. Backscattered fraction 178 versus angle of incidence
8 0 for 30 keV incident electrons.
Curve a; gold
Curve b; copper
Curve c; aluminium

.9

8

Fig. 6. Angular distribution of backscattered electrons for
30 keV electrons, normal incidence showing evolution with thickness, for aluminium,
Curve a; 1 µm
Curve b; 2 µm
Curve c; 3 µm
Curved; 5 µm
Curve e; 13 µm
Fig. 7. Angular distributions of backscattered electrons for
30 keV electrons, normal incidence, showing evolution with thickness , for gold,
Curve a; 0.04 µm
Curve b; 0.10 µm
Curve c; 0. 16 µm
Curve d; 0.40 µm
Curve e; 0.88 µm
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The angular distribution of backscattered electrons d178 /
ctnwas investigated as a function of atomic number Z and
target thickness t. Polar plots of angular distributions ca lculated using the single energy loss approximation are shown
in Figures 6, for aluminium and 7, for gold. The calculations
were carried out for E 0 = 30 keY and 8 0 = 0. It appears
that, for any Z the ang ular distribution has pronounced lobes
for a thickness much less than the electron range, r 8 • As the
thickness is increased the lobes become less pronounced and
the distribution eventua lly reaches a stat ionar y state characteri stic of the bulk for ta little less than 0.5 r 8 . For all Z this
distribution is approximately cosine being slightl y flattened
for low Zand slightly elongated for high Z. (Figure 6 curve e
and Figure 7 curve e) The se dependencie s on t and Z can be
explained in term s of the average number of elastic scatter ing
events undergone by backscattered electrons (Kanter (I 964) ).
They agree with the experiments of Kanter (I 957) except for
small t and low Z when Kanter found that the cosine distribution persisted . They are, however, in good agreement with
Niedrig 's experiments (Niedrig (1978a,b)).
Figure 8 shows polar plots for non-normal incidence calculated using the theory described in Appendix A in which
variations with ¢ are included. The elongated lobe in the
plane of incidence is as expected and is in agreement with experiments (Seidel (1972)), Reimer et al. (1978)) and MonteCarlo calcu lation s (Shimizu et al. (1972) ).
The more sophisticated theory with more than one energy
loss does not make appreciable changes to these results . It is
the ratio of inelastic to elastic scattering which mainly determines the features of these distributions.
The transmitted backscattered and absorbed fractions, 1'/p
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were calculated as functions of depth z for t = oo (i.e. bulk
target). The calculations were carried out for incident electron energies E 0 = 10, 20, 30 and 50 keV for aluminium,
copper and gold. The usual scaling with electron range was
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178 and 17A were calculated as functions of target thickness,
and the forward and backward travelling fluxes IF and 18

I
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90°
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~
dO

found to hold well for each element, particularly for 17T; 178
increasing and 17Adecreasing slowly with decreasing incident
energy. Figure 9 shows 17p 178 and 17Afor copper, E 0 = 30
keV, 0 0 = 0 calculated using the single loss theory (dashed
curves) . These curves show the same trends as the experimental ones of Cosslett and Thomas (1965) and Reimer and
Drescher (1977). However 17A increases too quickly for small
t and 178 too slowly and 17T decreases too slowly for large t.
This is to be expected since the rate of absorption in the
single loss (N = I) approximation is too high at high energies
characteristic of the distributions at small t and too low for
the low energies which are important at large t. This can be
corrected by using a larger value of N. The solid curves show
the results for N = 10.

COPPER
30kV

Fig. 8. Angular distribution of backscattered electrons for
30 keV electrons, 50 ° angle of incidence for copper,
Curve a; ¢ = 90 °
Curve b; ¢ = 0 °
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Fig. 10. Forward and backward travelling fluxes Ir and 18
versus depth z in a bulk target of copper (t = ex,).
Solid curve is for N = 10, dashed curve for N = 1.
Incident energy 30 keV.

Fig. 9. Transmitted backscattered and absorbed fractions
-- 1/p 178 and 1/A versus target thickness t for 30 keV electrons, normal incidence, copper.
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Fig. 12. Energy distribution of backscattered electrons, E 0
30 keV, 0 0, bulk aluminium.
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calculated from IF(z) and lo(z). Figure 11 show s the energy
dissipation in copper for 30 keV electrons at normal incidence calculated with 5 energy levels (full curve). It is compared with L. V. Spencer's ( I 955) calcu lation of the energy dissipation in an infinite medium for copper at 25 keV, scaled to
30 keV (dashed curve). The discrepancy between th e two
curves is probably due to the difference in boundary conditions .
The energy distribution s of backscattered electrons for
aluminium, copper and gold are shown in Figures 12, 13 and
14 and compared with the experimental
result s of Darlington (1975). The agreement is good. The calculations show
a strong dependence on Z . For high Z the distribution ha s a
sharp maximum clo se to the incident energ y E 0 • As Z is reduced the maximum becomes much broader and move s to a
lower energy. This is a result of the ratio of elastic to inelastic
scattering probabilities . For high Z this ratio is relatively
large and the probability of electrons being backscattered
before losing much energy is high. For low Z this ratio is
smaller and electrons are not likely to be backscattered so
rapidly. This results in a maximum in the distribution at a
lower energy.
This theory can also be used to calculate the production of
X-rays . For example the variation of X-ray production with
depth is simp ly

Experim ent
(Dorl,ngron, 1975)

Colculo t ,on

dry

1;,df oA

02

0
30

10

20
E

0

(kV)

Fig. 13. Electron distribution of backscattered ekctrons,
E 0 = 30 keV, 0 0 = 0, bulk copper.

Figure JO shows results for IF and 18 calculated as functions of z, for t = oo. These distributions are not directly
observable but they are used to calculate other quantities
such as X-ray or Auger electron production . The full curves
show the results for N = JO and the dashed curves for N =
I. Both sets of curves were calculated for copper, E 0 = 30
keV, 0 0 = 0.
The energy dissipated per unit depth dE/dz may be readily

from equations (32). <f>is the rate at which X-rays are produced per electron normalized to the rate of production in a
thin film. A calculation of this function in its usual form
<f>(ez)is shown in Figure 15. The agreement with experimental results is good.
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However it is usually more convenient to calculate the Xray yield directly. The total X-ray yield C is obtained by an
analytic integration as

GOLD
30 kV, NORMAL INCIDENCE

C

= (VI

+ Y2). ct,. (A+

µ sec 8Tf'.

v2 - 1 • lo,

43

where µ is the appropriate X-ray absorption coefficient and
8 Tis the detector take off angle. There is therefore no extra
work involved in calculating X-ray yields instead of electron
distributions.
Equation (43) has been used as the basis not only for the
calculation of X-ray yield s but also as a means of determining mass fractions from characteristic X-ray spectra (Father s
and Skarnulis (1980)).
A closely related problem is the calculation of the Auger
backscattering factor r which has been discussed in great
detail for low incident energies by Shimizu and lchimura
(1981) .
By analogy with equation (43), the rate of Auger electron
production may be written

Colculol,on

10

,r- Expeflmenl
(Dor/1ng1on, 1975)

C =I

+ r

44

where the r accounts for the Auger electrons produced by the
backscattered electrons. Then
0 '---------'---~~

20

30

10

0
sec 8

Fig. 14. Electron distribution of backscattered
E0 = 30 keV, 8 0, bulk gold.

0

ct,(E) -- d ' ry d 8 dE

ct>(EJ

45

d8dE

electrons,
(Bishop and Riviere, (1969) ).
r has been calculated for a wide range of Auger transition s
as a function of incident energy E 0 and incident angle 8 0 .
Representative results are shown in Figure 16, for silicon
(KLL 1619 eY) , copper (LYY 920 eV) a nd silver (MNN 350
eY).
Detailed under standing of th ese result s is difficult. How ever, quite crud e argument s show that r is approximately
2ry8 . 2ry8 for the three example s, at normal incidence is .352,
.650 and .824 respectively for a, band c . In general it seem s
that r increa ses slowly with decreasing E 0 • The behaviour as a
function of 8 0 is more complex. For low Z r increa ses with
increasing 8 0 , whereas for high Z r decrea ses with increa sing
8 0 • For medium Z ((n)) r show s little variation with 8 0'
A fuller understanding will require exten sive calculation s
of the di stribution s of ba ckscattered electrons in energ y and
angle. Thi s work is in progre ss in the hope that it will be po ssible to parameteri ze these variation s of r with E 0 , 8 0 and Z .
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Fig. 15. Depth distribution of Cu Ka X-rays, E 0
80

= 0,

By dividing the transport equation into angle and energy
segments, it can be expressed as a set of coupled differential
equations which can be solved by the methods outlined
above.
The distributions of electrons in energy and angle can be
expressed as matrix operators which are analytic functions of
depth z and target thickness t. Other quantitie s of interest
such as X-ray or Auger electron production may be similarly
calculated .

= 30 keV,

bulk copper.
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cos 8--dBm
dz

=

1

(Cl)

A=

This equation is solved for any m in the sa me way as the
equation for 8 0• This so lut ion is derived in the text.
APPENDIX

where r is the reflection coefficient, a is the absorption coefficient and µ = r + a. The transport equation may be written

B

The present so luti on for backscattered electron flux for a
semi- infinite target is, from equation (32),
(C2)
(Bl)
Therefore the refl ectio n operator
R

= YI.

R can be written

v2 -•

where IF and I 8 are the forward and backward travelling currents respect ively.
From (C2) by differentiating we obtain

(82)

In this appendix it is shown that this is a lso a solution of
Dashen's non linear matrix equation (23). Substituting in (23)
gives
and
A 8 + A" v1. v2 - • AF+

v1 . v2-• . A 8 v1. v2 -•

(83)
d'l

__ n

From the definition of YI, Y2 we have

=

(µ ' - r ' ) IB.

(C3)

dz
with solutions,
IF

=

I8

= C exp

and where A'

A exp AZ + B exp ( - AZ)

= µ'

(C4)

AZ + D exp ( - AZ)
r '.

-

Thu s
The boundary condition s are
IF(O)

=

10

113(t)

=

0

(84)

(CS)

and
and from equations (C2), (CS) we determine A,B,C and D .
The results are:

r. I0

(C - D) = ---A + µ tanh At

Substituting

for these quantitie s in 83 gives
(C

+

D)

which is identically zero as required.
(A - B)

r tanh At. I 0

= ----~

A + µ tanh At

(A tanh At - µ}. I 0

= - -----

(C6)

A + µ tanh Al

APPENDIX

and for the electron currents, from C4

C

A cosh A(t - z) + µ sinh A(t - z)

Simple Forward Backward Theory

------------.

A cosh At - µ sinh At

In th is case the sca ttering matrix is 2 x 2,
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r sinh >--(t- z)

found by solving equations of the following form, co lumn by
column

(C7)

>--cosh At + µ, sinh At
Similar methods may be used for the case with several
angu lar segments, however the matrix algebra is complex and
will not be given here. The general method is outlined in the
text. T he importance of these results is in the way they illustrate certa in trends in terms of analytic expressions.
Consider the variation of backscattered electron current
with r: = a i r. First of all, from (C7), with some manipulations, we obtain

=

18 (0,oo)

I + I:: - ✓(1 + I::)' -1

A' 0 T" + A" T 21

=

T 21 A 00

(D2)

The diagonal terms may be taken as the unit matrix E without any loss of generality. The eigenvalues of the supermatrix
are the eigenva lues of the diagonal matrices A mm and the
eigenvector supermatrix V is the product of the lower triangular T supermatrix and the eigenvectors X of the A mm,
i.e.

(CS)

The values of r and a may be estimated as follows . The reflection coefficient is obtained by integrating the Rutherford
differential scattering cross section over the backward hemisphere,

C" D (
(f° L)
0

V21 v,,
V" VJ,
0

0

~"

E

T"

TJ2

D

x,

(C9)

0

whereAmmxm
and evaluating the absorption coefficient a so that the mean
rate of energy loss is that given by the Bethe law, gives,

From C9 and CIO,

C

=

log

( 1.166 E 0 )
J

where Z is atomic number, E 0 is the incident electron energy
and J is the mean ionization potential. Equation CS therefore
gives an expression for the variation of backscattering with
atomic number in a closed analytic form, which may be compared with the more sophisticated calculation in the text.

APPENDIX D
The solution of the many energy level (or multi group)
supermatrix differential equation proceeds in a similar way
to the one level problem. The diagonalization of the supermatrix is achieved in stages. First the supermatrix may be put
into block diagonal form by determining the matrices T
which satisfy the equation,

C..
A'o

0

c·

0
A"
A"

0

T,,

TJ,

T,,
T J,

T,,

T,,

0

0
0

TJ,

TJ,

T JB

0
A"
0

0
0
A"

L) C"
) <
r

0
0

T JJ

)a
)

XmAm

(D4)

A recurrence scheme is used to calculate all the component
matrices which minimizes computer time and storage.
Partitioning into forward and backward scattering is carried out in an analogous way to the single level theory and
solutions forma lly identical to equations (31) and (32) are obtained except that the matrices have the lower triangular
structure of the eigenvector matrix derived above. This structure is a consequence of the fact that electrons can only lose
energy through inela stic scattering. It considerably simplifies
the so lution.

(CIO)

r: = ZSC , where

=

(DI)

which is sim ilar to a conventiona l eigenval ue eq uation except
that the elements are themse lves matrices. The matrices Tare
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